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March 13, 1964 

ABSTRACT 

Ten-MeV hydrogen atoms with a population distribution 

covering all excited states are produced by collisional dissociation 

of ZO-MeV Hz+ ions. The populations of the higher excited levels 

are removed by Lorentz ionization, and the levels are then re

populated by collisional excitation of the atoms in molecular or 

weakly ionized hydrogen targets, The populations of the levels 

n = 6 to 9 are determined by a second Lorentz ionization. 

The threshold fields for Lorentz ionization of the levels 

n = 5 to 9 are found to be in good agreement with theoretical calcu

lations for electric -field ionization. The populations of the levels 

n = 6 to 9 of atomic hydrogen produced by collisional dissociation of 

Hz+ on Hz are found to be Nn/N 
1 

:::: 3/n 
3

, a distribution that is con

sistent with theoretical estimates. 

For hydrogen plasma targets, excitation cross sections have 

been measured for collisions with electrons and ions. Cross sections 

for transitions from the levels n =5, 6 to the levels n' = 6, 7, 8, 9 

and upper limits for the transitions n = 1 or 4 to n' = 6 or 7 have 

been obtained. These are compared with calculations in the first 

Born, Bethe, and impact-parameter approximations; good agree

ment is found for all transitions, although those with .D.n = Z are 

somewhat larger than calculated. 
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For molecular-hydrogen targets, cross sections are obtained 

for excitation from all levels n ~4, 5, 6 to the levels n 1 = 6, 7, 8, 

and 9. Cross sections for the individual transitions from n = 1, 4, 5, 

6 to the levels n 1 = 6, 7, 8, 9 have been deduced from these results. 

These cross sections differ markedly from those for charged-particle 

collisions: They are smaller by at least two orders of magnitude; 

they increase slowly with n; and .6.n > 1 transition probabilities are 

of the same order of magnitude as .6.n = 1 transitions, so that only 

upper limits for the eros s sections of individual transitions. could be 

obtained. These observations are consistent with extrapolations of 

first Born approximation calculations for lower n values. 

' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background and Statement of Problem 

A hydrogen atom placed in an external electric field will ionize 

when the force exerted by this field on the proton-electron system be

comes comparable to the mutual Coulomb attraction of the system. 

When the external field is the equivalent ~X~ electric field seen 

in the rest frame of an atom moving with velocity ~ through a 

magnetic field ~, this process is called Lorentz ionization. The 

ionization rate of a particular exci~ed level is determined by the 

energy of that level and the strength of the external field; the more 

highly excited levels require weaker electric fields for ionization 

than the more tightly bound levels. It is therefore possible to de

termine the population of the excited levels of hydrogen by Lorentz 

ionization. In this experiment we develop this technique and use it 

to determine the population of the quantum levels n = 6 to 9 of atomic 

hydrogen. We then study the changes in these populations due to non

ionizing collisions with hydrogen molecules and with protons and elec

trons in a weakly ionized plasma. 

The probability of ionization for a ground-state hydrogen atom 

in an external electric field was first calculated by Oppenheimer in 

19 28. 
1 

He concluded that ionization became appreciable at field 

strengths about one-tenth as large as those required to make the 

classical Bohr orbit unstable. Shortly thereafter strong-field ioni

zation was observed by Traubenberg and co-workers. 
2

• 
3 

During 

a spectroscopic investigation of the Stark effect for the Balmer 

series, they observed that the red Stark component of Hs (arising 

from the most tightly bound Stark state) disappeared at 120 kV /em, 

whereas the blue component (arising from the least tightly bound 

Stark state) disappeared at 180 kV /em. This same trend was ob

served for the lower terms of the Balmer series down to Hy, which 

disappeared between 700 and 1000 kV /em. These results were 
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successfully explained by Lanczos, who considered the change in the 

atom's electronic potential caused by the external field and used a 

one-dimensional WKB approximation to calculate the barrier-pene

tration probability for the levels n = 5 to 8. 
4

• 
5 

A spectral line dis

appears when a bound electron can tunnel through the potential barrier 

in a time that is shorter than its radiative lifetime. A three -dimen

sional WKB calculation has recently been carried out by Rice and 

Good for the two extremes (the components of the Balmer series 

nearest the red and nearest the blue) of the Stark states for 

n = 5 to 7. 
6 

These calculations show that the blue components have 

a longer lifetime against strong-field ionization than predicted by 

Lanczos. Bailey and Hiskes have extended these calculations for all 

Stark states for the levels n = 1 to 7 and for the extreme Stark states 
7 

up to n = 25. 

Recently experiments on electric-field 8 • 9 and Lorentz 9 -
11 

ionization have been conducted with energetic beams of hydrogen 

atoms. In these experiments the resulting protons were detected as 

a function of the field strength. The results indicate that this technique 

can be used to determine the population of a quantum level n, although 

some ambiguity results for n ~ 7 due to the overlapping of the states 

of various levels. 

Work on inelastic collisions of hydrogen atoms with electrons, 

protons, or other hydrogen atoms has been reviewed in the literature, 1.2=.18 

and a brief survey of the available results is given in Appendix A. We 

thus limit ourselves here to a few general remarks about excitation 

cross sections and refer the reader to Appendix A for the details. 

Experimental cross sections for excitation by electron impact 

have been reported only for ground-state hydrogen atoms. These re

sults agree with theoretical calculations in the first Born approxi

mation (FBA~ for electron energies > 200 eV; at lower energies, 

however, the FBA predictions are typically twice as large as the 

experimental results. More elaborate theoretical models have been 

used, but none of the results agree with the experimental results 

at low energies. 

•• 

II 
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Recently FBA calculations for excitation by electron impact 

of excited hydrogen atoms have been carried out by Milford and co-
19-24 

workers, but no experiments have yet been reported for such 

.collisions. 

For H-H collisions, excitation cross sections have been cal-

. culated in the FBA for some of the lower excited levels 

(n ~4). 16 • 25 
The only experimental cross sections that have been 

reported are the early results of the present experiment for the 

n = 6 to 7 transition induced by collisions with H 2. 
11 

The scarcity of experimental results on collisional excitation 

is due, in large part, to the difficulty of observing the population of 

excited states. The. spectroscopic means for determiningthe popu

lations can now be supplemented by Lorentz ionization, although the 

resolution of the individual states within a level is lost in the process. 

Furthermore. the use of Lorentz ionization in the formation of 

energetic plasmas has aroused new interest in excitation cross 

sections. 

One of the techniques under investigation for creating an 

energetic plasma within a closed-magnetic-field geometry is neutral 

injection. A beam of energetic (20 keY or higher) hydrogen or deu;..; 

terium atoms is ionized in the confinement region, and the resulting 

charged particles are trapped by the magnetic field. The ionization 

results partly from collisions with neutrals, protons, and electrons 

already present in the confinement region and partly from the Lorentz 

f 8' 26' 2 7 I . 1 1 . . . . h L orce. n a typ1ca neutra -lnJechon expenment, t e orentz 

field is sufficient to ionize only excited hydrogen atoms in the quantum 

levels n ~ 10. Although fewer than 0.1% of the incident atoms are in 

these levels (see Sec. V. B.), their contribution can appreciably enhance 

the growth rate of the ion density. 
8

• 
27 

As the plasma builds up, 

successive collisions with the plasma will excite some of the more 

tightly bound levels to levels than can be Lorentz ionized. Hiskes 

has estimated that this inverted cascade can increase the final ion 
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density by at least two orders of magnitude in the present experi

ments. 
28

• 29 His estimates are based on excitation cross sections 
. 21-23 

calculated by M11ford and co-workers. These calculations are 

verified in the present experiment. 

In this experiment we determine by Lorentz ionization the 

populations of the quantum levels n = 6 to 9 of a beam of 10-MeV 

hydrogen atoms" At this high energy we can obtain high Lorentz 

fields (43.7 kV/c.m per kG) with de magnets, andwe can neglect 

charge exchange of protons formed by Lorentz ionization. This high 

energy also puts us in the region of validity of the FBA. Changes 

in the populations of these levels due to collisions in molecular and 

weakly ionized hydrogen targets are studied to determine absolute 

values for the cross sections for collisional excitation of these levels. 

These cross sections are averages over the states of a given level 

n. The results are compared with Born-approximation calculations. 

a. u. 

B 

E 

F 

FBA 

Ha · · · 

H(n, ~) 

K 

level 

m . ,.p 
n 

Hs 

B" List of Symbols 

Atomic units. 

Magnetic field. 

Kinetic energy. 

Electric field. 

First Born approximation. 

Terms in the Balmer series. 

An excited hydrogen atom with principal quantum 

number n and orbital quantum number £. 

Change of momentum of projectile caused by collision. 

All quantum states of an atom described by the 

principal quantum number n. 

Orbital magnetic quantum number. 

Spin magnetic quantum number. 

The highest level of the incident H 0 beam that is 

populated. 

... 

' 
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n1,n2 

N 
n 

v 

v 
p 

v 
q 

a 

iT 

11 = NL 
2 

;rao 

a n,C 
a n, rn 

f.!o 
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Parabolic quantum numbers corresponding to co-

ordinates s = r + z and '11 = r - z. 

Number of particles in the level n. 

Velocity of neutral atom in the laboratory frame. 

Relative velocity of projectile,with respect to target 

atom before the collision. 

Relative velocity of projectile with respect to target 

atom after the collision. 

1/13 7. Fine- structure constant. 

3.30X10
13 

p (microns) i. (ern). Number of target 

particles per ern 
2 

traversed by the beam; 

i.e. target thickness. 

Total target thickness 
-16 2 

Oo88X10 ern . Atomic .unit for cross sections 

(area of first Bohr orbit). 

Cross section for electron capture by a proton to 

form an atom in .the level n. 

Cross section for ionization of level n. 

Cross section for collisional excitation from the level 

n to the level rn. 

Bohr rnagneton. 
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" , 
II. RESUME OF PERTINENT THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 

A. Lorentz Ionization of the Hydrogen Atom 

Theoretical calculations have been reported for ionization of 

hydrogen atoms in strong electric field, but not for Lorentz ionization. • 

We assume that the electric -field calculations also apply to the Lorentz 

ionization of 10-MeV hydrogen atoms. The justification for this 

assumption is given in Appendix B. 

An electric field distorts the electronic potential of an atom 

fro1n a potential well to a barrier of finite width. This distortion 
30 

causes the well-known Stark shift of the energy levels. It also 

creates a finite probability for ionization by barrier penetration. 
1
-
7 ,th •30 

As the height and width of the barrier decrease with increasing field 

strength, successively lower bound states are completely destroyed. 

J::his process is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 1. 

A quantitative description requires the solution of the 

Schroedinger equation for an atom in an electric field. This equation 

is separable in parabolic coordinates, but the separated equations 

cannot be solved exactly. Approximate solutions for the energy levels 

have been obtained by perturbation theory
30 

and in the WKB approxi

mation. 
5 • 6 • 30 

The resulting WKB wave functions have been used 

d . h b . . b b·1· 5 - 7 • 30 • 31 Of h to eterm1ne t e arner-penetratlon pro a 1 1ty. t e 

various methods used, that of Rice and Good is the most rigorous. 
6

• 
7 

Assuming that the electron is bound at t = 0, they build up wave func

tions from the three-dimensional WKB solutions to describe this 

initial state and calculate the outward probability current that de

velops in time. 

The results of Bailey and Hiskes 
7 

(using the Rice and Good
6 

model) for the extreme Stark components of the levels n = 5 to 9 are 

shown in Fig. 2. Ionization of a particular level n will occur over 

the field range indicated due to a population distribution over all 

Stark states within a given level. Note that for n ~ 7 the threshold 

.. 
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V{Z) 

F 

Red 

F>O 
Stark Effect 
and Tunneling 

F >> 0 

Unbound 

MU-33782 

Fig. 1. Distortion of the electronic potential of a hydrogen atom 
caused by an electric field F'. 
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lo'o 

1 
'u 

10
9 

Q) 
<J) 

2 
0 ... 
c: 

.Q 
10

8 +-
0 

.!:::' 
c: 
0 

200 YJO 400 600 800 1000 
Electric field, k V /em ---

MU-33823 

Fig. 2. Ionization rate vs field strength for the extreme Stark 
components of the n = 5 to 9 levels, using the Rice and 
Good model {from Ref. 7). The shaded region indicates 
the range of rates for spontaneous radiative transitions 
to lower levels for the various Stark states of each level. 32 
The dashed line is the reciprocal of the mean lifetime in 
the field profile used in this experiment {see Sec. III. C. 1). 
To achieve this ionization rate for the n = 4 level, 1300 to 
1600 kV /em are required. 
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fields for states of neighboring levels begin to overlap. This be

comes more pronounced for very large n, and the thresholds for 

states of as many as five different levels may overlap for n = 25 . 

Various states (n
1

, n 2 , m) of each level have different lifetimes for 

radiative decay to lower states, and the shaded regions indicate the 

range of spontaneous radiative transition rates for the states of each 
32 

level. 

When the ionization rate for a particular state is much larger 

than the rate of radiative decay, that state will be depopulated by 

field ionization. In such a case, the population of a level n can be 

determined experimentally by measuring the number of ions that 

are produced as the electric-field strength is increased over the 

range that will ionize all the states of that level. This method should 

provide unambiguous results for n "" 5 and 6; for n = 7, 8, and 9 some 

uncertainty in the measurement of the population will arise because 

of the overlapping of some of the states within these levels. 

The probability of ionization for all Stark states of the level 

n = 7 is shown in Fig. 3. 
7 

This illustrates the almost uniform 

spacing of states in the lower 80% of the range of the electric field 

for ionization of this level. Only a small fraction of the Stark states 

are in the upper 20% of the electric-field range. The same conclusion 

can be reached from similar plots for the other levels. Thus, if 

the states of a given level are statistically populated, the small 

overlap between n "" 7, 8, and 9 shown in Fig. 2 will not seriously 

affect the determination of the population of these levels, since only 

a small fraction of the population of the higher level will ionize in 

the overlap region. 
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n=7 
Is 
T 
u 
v 

w 
X 

y 
z 

AA 
88 

10 9 
Legend 

~ A 060 0 I 14 'u 
Q) B. 0 51 p 006 en 

C. I 50 0. 321 
Q) D. 0 42 R. 213 -0 E. I 41 S. I 05 ..... 

c: 

10 8 F. 033 T. 4 20 .Q - G. 240 U. 312 0 
N H. 132 V. 204 c: 
0 I. 024 W. 411 ...... 

J. 2 3 I X. 3 03 
K, I 2 3 Y. 510 
L. 330 Z. 402 
M. 015 AA. 301 

107 N. 222 88. 600 

Electric field ( kV /em)-

MUB-2537 

Fig. 3.. Ionization rate vs field strength for all Stark states of 
the level n = 7 {from Ref. 7). The numbers in the legend 
are the parabolic quantum numbers {n

1
, n 2 , m). 

( 
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B. Inelastic Collisions of Hydrogen Atoms 

1. Theoretical Models 

Most of the cross sections for inelastic collisions of excited 

hydrogen atoms have been evaluated in the first Born approximation 

(FBA). 
12

• 
14

• 
16 

This is essentially a first-order perturbation

theory description of the collision process, in which it is assumed 

that the incident projectile is described by a plane wave that is 

diffracted only slightly by the target. If the scattering potential is of 

the order V 
0 

and is effective over a region a, the condition for the 

validity of the FBA can be expressed as V 
0

a/1'lv < < 1, where v 

is the impact velocity. 
12 

For a Bohr atom this means that the rela

tive velocity of the colliding particles must be much greater than the 

orbital velocity of the electron in the target atom l v > > 2 X 10
8 
ern/ sec 

for collisions with H(1s)]. 

The result of the FBA for a transition from an initial state 

p to a final state q is given by
16 

2 1 

a ( p - ci) = M : q f I (r.l v I q) I 
2 

d (cos e) , ( 1) 
2 ni'l v 

1 p -

where (pI VI q) is the interaction potential averaged over the initial 

and final states of the system, 

relative motion when the states 

v and v are the velocities of 
p q 
p or q are occupied, M is the 

reduced mass of the system, and e is the angle between v 
p 

and 

v . 
q 

For H-H collisions, for example, the states IP) and h) 
are expressed as a product of a plane wave describing the relative 

motion and the hydrogenic wave functions describing each atom. 

Thus the matrix element can be expressed as 

(2) 
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Here R is the position of the projectile relative to the target, 

K = k k is the change in the momentum of the projectile caused 
- -p -q < ) 
by the collision., and 1, 2 IV 111 2 1 (~) is the interaction potential 

averaged over the hydrogenic wave functions describing the two col

liding atoms before and after the collision. 
16 

For computational purposes it is often convenient to express 

the integration variable e of Eq. ( 1) in terms of the change of mo

mentum K. The range of integration is then determined by the 

changes in momentum allowed by conservation of energy and mo-
16 

mentum. 

A simplified version of the FBA, known as the Bethe or 

dipole approximation, can be obtained by making the substitution 

exp(i~· ~)::::: 1 + i~·! in Eq. (2). This approximation tends to over

estimate the contributions for large momentum transfer ~ (long

interaction times), so a cutoff K , deduced from known FBA re

sults, is usually introduced. 19 - 2 ~' 33 
The general form of the Bethe 

. 24 
approximation for excitation by electron impact is g1ven by 

a (n £ - n 1 1 1 ) = n a 2 C (n' £ ' n \ ' f. l ) f. n D (n £ n 1 f. 1 ) E ( 3) ' '- o \ ) E . · ' ' ' 

where E is the electron-impact energy, D is a function of the cutoff 

momentum and the energy difference between the levels, and C is 

a function of the orbital angular momentum f. and the dipole matrix 

element connecting the states. This approximation has been shown 

to agree with FBA results to within ±10% for electron collisions 

when the incident energy is greater than 15 times the threshold 
21-24 

energy. 

Recently, a semiclassical model for inelastic collisions has 
34 

been proposed by Seaton. In this impact-parameter method, he 

assumes classical rectilinear trajectories for the projectile and cal

culates quantum-mechanical~transition probabilities by first-order 

time-dependent perturbation theory. These are then integrated over 
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ail impact parameters; special corrections are made for impact 

parameters that are smaller than the radius of the orbit under con

sideration. The results of this model are in agreement with FBA 

calculations at high energies and with experimental results at low 

energies. 

2. Collisional Excitation 

a. e-H collisions 

Cross sections for excitation by electron impact of the excited 

levels accessible in this experiment (n = 6 to 9) have been calculated 
. h f' B B h d . . . 21-24,34 -38 1n t e 1rst orn, et e, an 1mpact-parameter approx1mat1ons. 

24 
The results of Milford and co-workers, which were worked out partly 

in the first Born and partly in the Bethe approximation, are presented 

in Fig. 4. Their coefficients 'C ( n, thl/1 1 ) ). and D (. n, £, n 1 , ~ 1 ) were 

used to evaluate Eq. (3) for E = 5425 eV, which is the kinetic energy 

of an electron of the same velocity as the 10-MeV H
0 

beam of this 

experiment. Calculations for the n = 3 to 4 transitions were carried 

out for all possible values of 6.1 = A 1 - i., and it was found that transi-
21 

tions with 6.1. = 1 were the largest by at least an order of magnitude. 

Subsequent FBA or Bethe calculations for higher states were therefore 

carried out only for 6.1 = 1, and only these transitions are shown in 

Fig. 4. Notice that: (a) for a given level n, the nearly circular {large 

~) orbits are most easily excited; (b) excitation cross sections increase 

very rapidly with n; and (c) transitions with 6.1 =, 1 and 6.n = 1 domi

nate by almost an order of magnitude. 

Since the present experiment cannot resolve the individual states 

of a level n, we are particularly interested in cross sections for transi

tions from n to n 1 that have been statistically averaged over the states 

of each level. We use the symbol a 1 for these averaged cross 
n,n 

sections. In Table I we compile the theoretical results found in the 

literature for a 1 due to electron impact. The table is arranged n,n 
in the form of a matrix. All numbers above the diagonal (n 1 > n) are 
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Orbital angular momentum, .0. 

MU-33783 

Fig. 4. Collisional excitation cross sections for 10-MeV hydrogen 
atoms incident on an electron target, based on the results 
of McCoyd and Milford. 24 The numbers on the lines con
necting the various states are the cross sections for the 
indicated n, J.- n + 1, J. + 1 or n, J. - n + 2, J. + 1 transition, 
in units of 1o-18 cm2. (Theoretical) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

3·1
8 0.528 

3·2b 

(3.6°) (0.63°) (0.22°) (0.11°) (0.058°) (0.035°) (0.023°) (0.016°) (0.012°) 

328 4.58 

0.9 3ib 

(53d) (~) (3d) (1d) (o.6d) (o.4d) (0.3d) (0.2d) 

o.o6 15 1308 

1~ 
130b 

0.014 1.1 74 3748 
438 

36Bb 

o.oo4 0.5 7 240 84\\; 
835 93

8 

0.002 0.1 12 588 16508 

175
8 

7 -x 10-3 0.05 47 1210 3070
8 

3008 
. 

4 X 10-4 
0.03 98 2350 4990

8 

4818 

2 X 10-4 0.01 181 3930 78708 7498 

1 X 10-4 0.01 308 6370 
11 900. 

501 9830 

750 

Table I. Excitation cross sections, a , , for collisions of 
n,n 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

10-MeV hydrogen atoms with electrons. (Theoretical) 
All entries are in units of 1o-18 cm2. 

McCoyd and Milford
24 

Seaton35 
McCarron36 (extrapolated values) 

12 

10808 

Statistical average over states of the results of 
McCrea and McKirgan37 and of Boyd38 (extrapolated valued) 
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cross sections for excitation, those below the diagonal (n 1 < n) for 

d . . (S II B 3) All . . . f 1o- 18 2 
e-exc1tahon ec .. . . . entr1es are 1n un1ts o em 0 

They have been evaluated at electron energies of 5425 eV; brackets 

indicate where extrapolation of published results was required. A 

detailed description of the construction of Table I is given in t 

Appendix C. 

This table clearly demonstrates the large cross sections pre

dicted for transitions in which .6n = 1. Cross sections with .6n = 2 

are typically only a tenth as large; for larger -values of .6n the 

cross sections decrease less rapidly, dropping off approximately by 

a factor of 2 for each unit increase of .6n. A strong dependence on 

n is also clearly demonstrated; for example, the eros s section for 

excitation by .6n = 1 can be approximated by the expression 

a ~ 2Xn 3• 8 for n > 30 The many vacancies in the table show 
n,n+1 

that this field is still open for further theoretical investigation. 

b. H-H collisions 

The only ·published- results for collisions of excited hydrogen 

atoms with other hydrogen atoms are the FBA results of Bouthilette, 

Healy, and Milford (BHM). 
25 

The BHM calculations are for col

lisions of the type 

H(n,.£) + H(1s}- H(n + 1,1 1 ) + H(2s or 2p). (4) 

This, of course, describes only one of themanycollision processes 

that result in the excitation of the level n to the level n + 1. Since 

the target atom may be excited, ionized, or remain in the ground state, 

a complete description of the n to n + 1 excitation requires con

sideration of the processes 

H(n, A) + H(1s) - H(n + 1, 1 1 ) + H(n", 1 11) (5) 

and 
+ -H(n,A_) + H(1s)- H(n+ 1, £. 1 ) + H + e (6) 

for all n 11 and 1 " 0 In fact, results for H( 1s) - H( 1s) collisions 
16 
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would indicate that some of these other processes, especially the 

one that leads to ionization of H( is) l Eq. (6)], may be as important 

as Reaction (4). Nevertheless, the results of BHM illustrate some 

important differences between H-H and H-e collisions; they have 

therefore been tabulated in Table II. Comparing these partial re

sults for H-H collisions with the H-e collisions of Fig. 4, we note 

that the H-H cross sections are predicted to be smaller by more 

than 2 orders of magnitude and that they do not show a strong de

pendence on n. (The eros s section for ( 2- 3) ~ is larger than that 

for ( 3 - 4) i. because of the inclusion of the 2s - 3d term in the 

average over J.. ) Further calculations are required before any def

inite conclusions can be drawn. 

3. Collisional De-excitation 

The cross section for de-excitation from n 1 ton (n 1 > n) is 

related to the cross section for excitation from n to n 1 by the 

equation 

2 2 
n v a 1 p n,n 

(7) 

in which v and v are the relative velocities before and after the 
p q 

n- n 1 collision" l See Appendix D for a derivation of Eq. (7)] . 

At high energies the change in velocity resulting from the col

lision is negligible. Setting v = v , we obtain 
q p 

n2 
an I 'n = __..., a v • (8) 

n 1 ~ n,n 

This relation has been used to compute the de-excitation cross sec

tions (n 1 < n) from published excitation cross sections (n 1 > n) 

( cf.. Table I). 

4. Collisional Ionization 

The ionization of excited states of hydrogen by electron im-

f 3 1 d . d . 39' 40 pact or the levels n ~ is current y un er cons1 eratlon. 
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Table II. 
-18 2 

Cross sections (10 em ) _for hydrogen-hydrogen col-

lis ions in which one atom undergoes the indicated transition while the 

other atom is excited from n ::: 1 to 2. 
25 

Results of BHM extrapolated 

to 10 MeV, a (Theoretical). 
See 

Transition Cross se.ction Transition Cross section 

- 2..s ' , : Y. 3s 0 ... 007 3s - 4p 0.010 

2s - 3p 0.011 3p - 4d 0.017 

3s - 3d 0.028 3d - 4f 0.052 

2p - 3s 0.001 (3-4) ~ 0.035 

2p - 3p 0.009 4s - 5p 0.009 

2p - 3d 0.037 4f- 5q 0.058 

(2-3); 0.047 

a. These results, which were evaluated by BHM up to energies of 

about 1 MeV, indicated an E-
1 

dependence at high energies and were 

extrapolated accordingly. 

b. The values ( n - (n + 1)) 1 are statistically weighted averages of 

the n, 1.- n + 1, f.U cross sections shown in the table. 
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39 
Only Bethe approximation results by Stauffer and McDowell are 

available at present for the levels of interest here. For the levels 

n = 1 to 3, for which a comparison with other results can be made, 

these calculations are in rather poor agreement with FBA results. 

In the high-energy region, for example, where agreement between 

FBA and experiment has been established for ionization of the ground 
14 41 

state, ' the Stauffer and McDowell results are approximately -

1/3, 1/5, and 1/4 as large as FBA results for the levels n = 1, 2, 
. 39 40 42-44 . 

and 3 respectlvely. ' ' Hav1ng .warned the reader of this 

discrepancy, we present the results of Stauffer and McDowell for 

n = 3 to 10 in Table III. These values were obtained by extrapolation· 

from 200 to 5425 eV. 

Even though the magnitudes may be too small by a factor of 

4 or 5, a comparison with the excitation cross sections of Table I 

shows that the ionization cross sections have a much weaker de-

pendence on n. Whereas (] +
1 

was .found to be proportional to 
3 8 n, n 

n · at this energy, the ionization cross section (] C seems to be n, 
proportional to the first power of n. A weak-n dependence is also 

indicated in the FBA results of Omidvar and Sullivan. 
40 

Although 

excitation and ionization cross sections are comparable for the ground 
14 

state, the cross sections for excitation of the higher levels are 

much greater than those for ionization. 

Theoretical estimates for ionization of excited levels of hydro

gen by collisions with other hydrogen atoms have not been reported. 
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Table IlL Cross sections for ionization· of 10- MeV excited hydrogen 

b 1 · . . f 10- 18 2 E 1 . f atoms y e ectron 1mpact 1n un1ts o em . xtrapo ahons o 

Stauffer and McDowell. 
39 

(Theoretical). 

n. 

(J 
n,C 10 

4 

13 

5 ., 6 

18 22 

7. 8 . 9 

26 30 34 

10 

39 
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IlL EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

A. Production of 10-MeV Excited Hydrogen Atoms 

The over-all experimental arrangement is shown schematically 

in Fig. 5. The Berkeley heavy-ion linear accelerator (Hilac) was used 

to produce a beam of 20- MeV H
2 
+ ions. This beam was bent 15 ° to 

remove possible contaminants and was partially dissociated by col

lisions in the first gas cell. Of the two modes of collisional dis socia-

tion, 

( 9) 

and 
+ + 0 H 2 - H + H (n, ~) , ( 1 0) 

the second produces 10-MeV atoms with a population distribution 

covering all excited levels. 
45

• 
46 

Since only the atoms were of inter-

+ + est, the charged particles, H and H
2 

, were swept out of the beam 

with magnet LM1. The reasons for using this particular method to 

produce a neutral beam ar.e: discussed in Appendix E. 

The first gas cell was identical to the gas -target chamber that 

is described in detail in Sec. III. B. 1. It was usually filled with H 2 
-2 

gas at a pres sure of 2 X 10 torr. This gave a good yield of neutral 

atoms and made it possible to maintain the adjacent drift section at 
-5 

less than 10 torr. 

The magnet LM1 not only swept out the ions, but also Lorentz 

ionized the highly excited neutral atoms. The minimum field required 

to sweep out the ions was 2 kG (F = v X B = 88 kV /em), which is suf-- - -
ficient to Lorentz ionize all levels above n = 10. The field could be 

increased to a maximum of 22 kG (961 kV /em), which is sufficient 

to Lorentz ionize most of the n = 5 level (see Fig. 2). By an appro

priate choice of the field strength, it was thus possible to prepare a 
}:~ 

beam of hydrogen atoms in which only the excited levels n = 1 to n 
. )~ 

were populated; n could be varied from 4 to 10. 
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First 
. Lorentz 

Second Analyzing 
magnet 

(A) Counters First magnet 
gas cell (LMI) 

1 
20MeVH

2
+(GCI) Ht,H+ Target ~--~-~CC 

-L!~~--~----~~~----~~--~+-~----~~r-~~~ NC 
15° 

LM2 

~-·r __ ccT 
14cm 

NC_j_ 

MU-30687-A 

Fig. 5. Diagram of the experimental arrangement. 
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The magnetic fields of LM1, LM2, and ·A were monitored 

by Hall probes taped to the pole faces. These were calibrated against 

the mid-plane field measurements by a Rawson rotating-coil gauss

meter. 

A photograph of the apparatus for the production of the neutral 

beam is shown in Fig. 6. On the left is the first gas cell, followed by 

magnet LML The pump on the right maintained the drift section at 

base pressure. Faraday cups could be introduced at this point for 

alignment purposes. 

B. Targets 

1. Gas Target 

The neutral beam passed through a 200-cm drift section and 

then entered the target section. Either a differentially pumped gas 

cell or a weakly ionized Philips ionization gauge (PIG) type discharge 

could be used. The gas cell is illustrated in Fig. 7. It consisted of 

a high-pressure target chamber and an intermediate pressure region 

backed by a 1500 liter/sec oil-diffusion pump; this pump had a water

cooled cap to minimize backstreaming. To obtain maximum pumping 

speeds no other baffles were used. All other pumps used in this 

system were oil-diffusion types with liquid-nitrogen-cooled baffles. 

The connecting tubes aided in maintaining the pressure dif

ferential. It was possible to maintain in the intermediate region a 

pressure that was only about a hundredth that of the pressure in the 

target chamber, and the pressure in the drift sections was about a 

hundredth that of the intermediate region. For example, when the 

pressure in the target section was 5X 10-
2 

torr, the pressure in the 

drift sections was approximately 5X10- 6 torr .. 

The valve between the high- and intermediate-pressure regions 

was used to hasten initial pumpdown. A base pressure of 1 X 10-
6 

torr 

could be achieved. During operation the valve was closed and hydrogen 
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ZN-4197 

Fig. 6. Photograph of the apparatus for the production of the 
neutral beam. The molecular-ion beam, incident from 
the left, is partially neutralized in the first gas cell. 
All ions are swept out of the beam by magnet LM1 (center). 
This magnet also Lorentz ionizes all levels above a prede
termined n':'. The pump on the right maintains the adjacent 
drift section at base pressure. 
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the gas target. 
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MU-33784 
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g.as wa.:s c:ontinuo_uslo/ olecithro\1gh the .chamber. The gas was obtained 

from a cylinder of commercial high-purity gas. No further purification 

was attempted. Typical operating pressures ranged from 1 X 10-
3 

to 
-2 

5X10 torr. 

A linear pressure drop in the connecting tubes was assumed, 

and the effective length of the target chamber was taken to be 24±1 em, 

the distance between the midpoints of the connecting tubes. 

The pressure in the target chamber was monitored by a 

Westinghouse Type 7676 high-pressure ionization gauge (Schulz- Phelps 

type). This was cross calibrated with three liquid-nitrogen-trapped 

McLeod gauges; the McLeod gauge readings, at best, agreed within 

5o/o. This uncertainty of the absolute accuracy of the McLeod gauges 

and fluctuations in the calibration from day to day indicate an un

certainty of ±10o/o. 

2. Weakly Ionized Target 

For the study of collisions with charged particles, the gas 

target was replaced by a PIG discharge, a diagram of which is shown 

in Fig. 8. A photograph of the partially assembled chamber, showing 

the microwave horns and Langmuir probe (introduced from the top) 

used for density measurements, is presented in Fig. 9. 

The field coils provided an axial magnetic field of the order of 

200 gauss. The brass central chamber, maintained at ground potential, 
' 

served as the anode. Two oxidized-aluminum disks, insulated from 

the anode by 5-cm glass sections, served as cold emission cathodes. 

The beam from the Berkeley Hilac comes in 3-msec pulses, 

12 to 20 times a minute. Consequently, the discharge could be operated 

on a pulsed basis. A potential •negative with respect to the anode, 

typically 500 volts, was applied 1 msec before the beam pulse arrived 

and was maintained for 5 msec. The discharge current during this 

time was approximately 1 ampere. The discharge was operated in 

hydrogen over a pressure range from 2X10-
3 

to 2X10-
2 

torr; again 
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the PIG discharge-target chamber 
(drawn to scale). The dashed line indicates the shape 
of the right-angle probe used for longitudinal density 
measurements (Fig. 11); it was located at an azimuth 
of 45° to clear both the radial probe and the micro
wave horns. The curve below the diagram shows the 
shape of the magnetic field produced by the coils. 
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ZN-4199 

Fig. 9. Partial assembly of PIG discharge-target chamber, 
showing the microwave horns and radial probe 
(introduced from the top) used for density me as
urements. 
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the gas was continuously bled through the chamber. Both the applied 

voltage and the pressure were varied to achieve a range of electron 

densities. A maximum of 1o/o ionization could be attained. 

The electron density was measured both with Langmuir probes 

and 8-mm microwaves. The radial probe (see Fig. 9), a 0.51-mm 

diameter tungsten wire protruding. 2. 2 mm beyond a quartz envelope, 

was introduced into the chamber through a Wilson seaL This could 

be used to obtain radial profiles for the electron density and tempera

ture. 
47 

The results for one set of operating parameters are shown 

in Fig. 10. 

The 8-mm microwaves were transmitted along a diameter 

(Figs. 8 and 9), and the density was deduced from a phase-shift 

analysis 
48 

and the shape of the radial electron distribution (Fig. 10). 

For the excitation experiments the radial probe was located 

1.25 em from the axis. The probe was biased to -200 V with respect 

to the anode, and the saturated ion current was monitored. With the 

assumption that T :::: 0. 7 eV (Fig. 10), the electron density at e 
r = 1.25 em was deduced from the saturated ion current; the density 

on the axis was then obtained by correcting for the radial profile 

(multiplying by 2. 2/1. 5, see Fig. 10). 

The density was simultaneously monitored with microwaves. 

The probe measurements were usually 30o/o lower than the phase

shift analysis. The two measurements were averaged, and an un

certainty of ± 25o/o was assigned to the average value. With the 

assumption of charge neutrality, the charged-particle density was 

taken to be twice the electron density. 

To determine the effective length of the target chamber an 

axial-density profile is required. Such a measurement was attempted 

by introducing a Langmuir probe through one of the beam tubes. The 

resulting signal indicated that this probe perturbed the plasma con

siderably as it was moved in, and only the initial rise in the density 

could be deduced from this. To avoid perturbing the plasma on the 
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Fig. 10. Langmuir-probe measurements for the radial 
profiles of electron temperature and density in 
the PIG target. The error bars are based on 
reproducibility only (Hydrogen gas; pressure, 
11X1o-3 torr; applied potential, 400 V; dis
charge current, L 3A; magnetic field at center, 
B

0 
., 260G). 
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axis, a right-angle probe (indicated in Fig. 8) was introduced at a 

radius of 3.5 em. This probe did not noticeably affect the discharge. 

A longitudinal-density profile is shown in Fig. 11. The right-ang~e 

probe was removed when the PIG was used as a target. 

C. Measurement of the Population of the Excited Levels'. 

1. Method 

A 225-cm drift section, maintained at a pressure of 10- 5 

torr or less, connected the target with the analyzing section. In 

this region, a sweeping magnet removed the protons produced by 

ionizing collisions in the target. A large pole face (25-cm diam) on 

this .magnet made it possible to remove the protons with a weak mag

netic field (1.4 kG), thus .minimizing the associated Lorentz ionization. 

Magnets LM2 and A, together with the detectors NC and CC, 

were used to measure the population of the excited levels of the 5-mm 

diameter beam of neutral atoms. Magnet LM2, which has tapered 

pole faces, produces the field profile shown in Fig. 12. The Lorentz 

ionization of successively lower levels occurs sequentially in space 

as the beam passes through this nonuniform field. Consequently, the 

protons resulting from Lorentz ionization of levels of high n undergo 

larger deflections in the field of LM2 than those from lower levels. 

This process is illustrated in the inset to Fig. 5. The maximum field 

strength of LM2 is 18 kG, equivalent to an electric field of 787 kV /em 

in the rest frame of the 10-MeV H 0 , From Fig. 2 we see that this field 

is sufficient to Lorentz ionize some of the states of the n = 5 level and 

all states of the levels with n > 5 in the time that the beam spends in 

the field region, 

The protons were steered to the counter CC by the analyzing 

magnet A" This field was varied to obtain a Lorentz-ionization profile, 

the spatial distributions of the protons resulting from Lorentz ioni

zation in LM2 of various levels (Fig. 13). The resolution of the 
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal profile of electron density in the 
PIG target, deduced from Langmuir-probe meas
urements. The dashed line is a best estimate 
for the region that was inacessible to the probe. 
The error bars are based on reproducibility only. 
The operating conditions are the same as for 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 12. Typical magnetic-field profiles, measured 
along the beam line, of magnet LMZ for two 
different field strengths. 
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Fig. 13. Lorentz-ionization profile, measured with counters, 
for the excited levels n ·= 6 to 9 of hydrogen formed 
by collisional dissociation of H

2 
+ in H 2. The peak 

labeled "Background" is due to 10nization by collisions 
with the background. gas in the drift section between the 
sweeping magnet and LM2. Pressure in first gas cell, 
filled with H 2 : 24X1o-3 torr; second gas cell < 10-6 
torr. Magnetic fields: LM1 = 0, LM2 = 13.85 kG 
(607 kV /em), sweeping magnet = 1.6 kG (70 kV /em, 
sufficient to Lorentz ionize levels with n ~ 10). 
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system was measured by stripping the neutral beam with a 6-fJ. Al 

foil, placed in various positions in the field of LM2, and sweeping 

the resultant proton beam with magnet A across two 3-mm-wide col

limator slits, 22 mm apart, in front of CC, The dispersion, approxi

mately 45 mm/kG, varied by 15% over the range of magnetic fields 

used in LM2. From a comparison of these trajectories with measured 

Lorentz profiles, it was estimated that the levels undergoing Lorentz 

ionization had an average lifetime in the field of approximately 
-10 

2X10 sec. 

The particles left the vacuum region through Al windows 

125-fJ. thick and struck the detectors. Each of the detectors was a 

5-cm-diam plastic scintillator connected by a 40-cm Lucite light pipe 

to a photomultiplier tube (RCA type 6810). The light pipe was needed 

to get the photomultiplier out of the fringe field of magnet A. The out

put of the photomultipliers was recorded by a scaler circuit. 

A 3 mm .by 40 mm collimating slit was used in front of the de

tector CC to obtain a good resolution of the Lorentz-ionization profile. 

The count rate was limited by the response time of the scalers and the 

very large neutral signal. To reduce the counting time, a perforated 

nickel plate, 0. 27 -mm-thick, was placed in front of the detector NC 

to attenuate the neutral-beam counts. This plate had 250 holes, each 

0.08 mm in diameter, per square centimeter. It allowed 1 out of 

every 6 3 incident atoms to reach the detector, thus allowing the beam 

level to be raised. The analyzer section is shown in Fig, 14. 

A pulse-height analysis of the photomultiplier signals was also 

made, This showed a very clean signal at 10 MeV, with some very 

low-energy noise, The discriminators were adjusted to remove this 

noise. When the perforated nickel plate was removed, it was found 

that < 0,2o/o of the pulses in the neutral detector corresponded to an 

energy transfer of 20 MeV; this sets an upper limit of 0.2% on the 

2H0 or H 2 ° contamination of the H 0 beam. 
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ZN-4198 

Fig. 14 Analyzer section of the experiment. The excited 
atoms are Lorentz ionized in the nonuniform field 
of magnet LM2 (far left). The resulting protons 
are steered to the detector CC (partially assembled 
in the back ~f the picture). The remaining lowly ex
cited atoms hit the detector NC (front of picture). 
The rectangular box (center) fits between the pole faces 
of the analyzer magnet A(not shown in figure). The 
flange in the rear leads to a liquid-nitrogen- baffled 
oil-diffusion pump. Emulsions could also be introduced 
through this port. 
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Since the PIG target was weakly ionized, it was desirable to 

separate out the effects of collisions with neutrals. This was accom·

plished by using the following technique. The PIG was pulsed on 

only during every second beam pulse. Two sets of scalers were used 

with each detector, and these were electronically gated such that one 

set recorded the data for the beam pulse when the PIG was on, the 

other when the PIG was off. The difference in these two readings 

was then due to collisions with charged particles in the hydrogen 

plasma, A block diagram of the circuit used for this technique is 

shown in Fig. 15. 

The two sets of scalers .were cross checked by disconnecting 

the PIG trigger and counting with each set for a gas target on alter

nate beam pulses. The signals always agreed within the counting 

statistics. 

To check for possible errors due to rf pickup the PIG was 

pulsed, but the beam was intercepted ahead of the target; no counts 

were observed on either set of scalers, Thus no error was introduced 

by rf pickup. 

Finally, the delay on the PIG trigger was decreased so that 

the beam passed through the· target 500 !J.Sec after the voltage pulse 

ceased, The agreement of this signal with the "PIG off" signal proved 

that the increase in counting rate when the discharge was on was in

deed due to charged particles, and not due to impurities from the wall 

freed by the discharge. 

An alternate scheme for determi~ing the Lorentz ionization 

profile was to use a fixed field in magnet A and record the protons 

on a nuclear emulsion (Ilford K- 2); the neutral counts were still 

monitored with.the counter NC, The emulsions were introduced 

through the port visible in the rear of Fig, 14 and placed in a plane 

perpendicular to the beam. The developed emulsions were scanned 

with a low-power microscope. The density of tracks as a function 

of position showed the Lorentz-ionization profile (Fig. 16). 
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Fig. 15. Block diagram of the gating circuit used to separate 
out the effects of neutral collisions from the plasma 
target. 
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Fig. 16. A Lorentz-ionization profile, measured with a 
nuclear emulsion, for the excited levels n = 6 to 9 
of hydrogen formed by collisional dissociation of 
H 2 +in Ar. The particle density is based on the 
number of tracks in a 660 X 660 micron square. 
The n = 9 level appears as a small plateau at 7. 7 em 
because most of it was depopulated by Lorentz ioni
zation in LM1. Pressure in first gas cell, filled 
with Ar: 44X1o-3 torr; second gas cell < 10-6 torr. 
Magnetic fields: LM1 = 2.5 kG (109 kV/cm), 
LM2,. 1.3..85 kG (607 kV /em), sweeping magnet 
= 1.6 kG (70 kV /em), and magnet A= 2.55 kG 
( 111 kV f em). Total HO incident on target: 
2. 35X10°. 
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2. Interpretation of the Lorentz --Ionization Profile 

The Lorentz -ionization profiles (Figs. 13 and 16) resulted 

from the ionization of excited atoms at various positions in the non

uniform field of magnet LM2. When the target was evacuated, posi

tive identification of the level n corresponding to each peak was ob

tained by observing the disappearance of individual peaks caused by 

Lorentz ionization as the magnetic field in LM1 was increased from 0. 

The disappearance of a particular peak was correlated with the pre

dictions for strong-field ionization (Fig. 2) to determine the cor

responding leveL 

The population of each excited level was obtained by integrating 

the corresponding peak of Fig. 13 and correcting for the finite width 

of the collimator. 

Referring again to Fig. 13 we note that, although individual 

levels are resolved, there is no indication of any fine structure that 

.would resolve the Lorentz ionization thresholds of individual states 

within the level. In an attempt to improve the resolution, the counter 

CC was replaced by a nuclear emulsion. The resulting Lorentz 

p:oofile (Fig. 16) showed no improvement in the resolution, however. 

To obtain the population of a level from the emulsions, a two

dimensional integration is required, one along the axis shown in 

Fig. 16 (the horizontal axis) and one at right angles (vertical). Verti

cal scans for randomly chosen horizontal positions on three different 

emulsions are shown in Fig. 17. These indicate that the vertical ex

tent of the beam is uniform, so that the vertical integration has to be 

done only once. 
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4 6 8 10 12 
Vertical position (mm) 

(arbitrary zero) 

MU-33791 

Fig. 17. Vertical scan of three different emulsions at random 
horizontal positions to determine the beam width. The 
lines are to guide the eye. 
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D. Collision-Induced Changes in the Population of Excited Levels 

To determine changes due to collisional excitation in the 

population of the excited levels, LM1 was set to remove all incident 

atoms in excited levels above a predetermined value n>:c. The re

population of these levels was then observed as a function of the tar

get thickness. 

Collisional repopulation is demonstrated in Figs. 18 and 19. 

The first of these shows the changes in population due to collisions 

* with Hz for the case n = 6 as measured with emulsions. The three 

curves are representative of an evacuated target, a low-density tar

get, and a high-density target. Figure 19 demonstrates the changes 

in population due to collisions with the plasma target for the case 
>:C 

n = 5, as meas.ured with counters. The poor resolution of the 

n = 8 and 9 peaks is typical for the observed repopulation of these 

levels. 

In Tables IV and V we give the .densities obtained by integrating 

these curves. 

Note: The total incident beam was obtained by correcting the 

counts of NC for ionization losses in the target. For this correction 
-18 z/ the mea:sured cross section a

01 
= Z.ZX10 em molecule of Hz 

,. 49 
was used for the gas target. For the PIG target, we used an extrap-

olation of the experimental values of Fite and Brackmann for ionization 
. -18 z 15 

by electron impact, a
01 

= 3.3X10 em . 
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Position on emulsion (mm) 

MU-33792 

Fig. 18. Change in population of the levels n = 6 to 9 
due to collisions with Hz. All levels above 
n>:< = 6 of the incident beam were depopulated 
by Lorentz ionization in LM1. Pressure in 
target: 0, 5X1o-5 torr (evacuated target); 
!::,. , 1.9X1o-3 (low-density target) torr; 
0 , 0.1 torr (high-density target). 
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0.010 

n=7 

0.005 

Analyzer field (kG) 

MU-33793 

Fig. 19. Repopulation of the levels n = 6 to 9 due to 
collisions with charged particles. All levels 
above n * == 5 of the incident beam had been 
depopulated by Lorentz ionization in LM1. 
The curve - - - is the result of collisions 
with neutrals (PIG off), which must be subtracted 
from the two upper curves to isolate the charged
particle effects. Only the applied voltage was 
changed to obtain different electron densities. The 
hydrogen-gaslressure was 3.0X1Q-3 torr; 0, 
ne = 2.2X10 1 /cc; ~. ne = 1.0X1Q12jcc. 

l 
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Table IV. Change in population of the levels n = 6 to 9, due to col

lisions with Hz., obtained by integrating the peaks of Fig. 18, All 

levels above n>:< = 6 of the incident beam were depopulated by Lorentz 

ionization in LM1. 

. Populat.ion of lev·el n, N! 
rl 

(o/o of total neutral· bealJl) 

Pressu:tTe Obs-erved at LM2a; · Corrected to ta . .rget exitb: 
~3 'T ' 

( 10 torr) 
N6 N7 N8 N9 N6 N7' N8 N9 

< 0.3 0.53 ~.0.15- ~.01. ~.01 .0 .. 69 ~.015 ::::0,01 ::::0.01 

20 0.47 o·. o6=J o· .. o5 o·.o5 0'.61 0.'07. 0.0'5 
. 

0.06 

105 0.30 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.40 0.15 0.11 0 .. 07 

a.· The experimental uncertainty is -±30o/o for N
6 

and N
7 

and ±40o/o 

for N
8 

and N
9

. 

b. The observed populations were corrected for radiative decay 

(Fig. 25) to obtain the values at the target exit. 



Table V. Change in population of the levels n = 6 to 9, due to col

lisions with charged particles in a hydrogen plasma, obtained by 

integrating the peaks of Fig. 19 and correcting for the effects of 

neutral collisions. 

==========;:=============================-~....:===---··----

Target 
thickness, NL 

13 
( 10 charged 

narticles I em 
2

\ 

0 

4.0 

9.3 

Populat10n of levd n, N (o/c of tocal neutral bean<) 
n 

Observed at LM2a 

N6 N1 N8+N2 

0 0 0 

0.026 0.007 

0.069 0.017 0.01'1 

I 

! 

l 

. b 
Co:rrected to target e~:.it 

N6 N7 N 8+~\J9 

0 0 G 

0.034 0.0075 

0.089 0.022 0. 0 .i2 

a. The experimental uncertainty of these numbers is ±30o/c. 

b. The observed populations were corrected for radiative decay 

(Fig. 25) to obtain the values at the target exit. 
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IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Qualitative Discussion of Changes in Excited-Level Population 

The population of an excited state can be altered by Lorentz 

ionization, by radiative decay, and by inelastic collisions. All three 

processes are important in this experiment, but only one of the three 

is dominant in any particular region. Lorentz ionization of the excited 

states of interest in this experiment occurs only in two well-defined 

regions; in the first (LM1), the excited-state population is controlled 

before the beam enters the target, and in the second (LM2), the ex

cited-state population of the beam emerging from the target is analyzed 

( s e e Fig. 5). 

Radiative decay dominates in the long-evacuated drift sections 

of the experiment. Although .the excited states under consideration 

have relatively long radiative lifetimes, appreciable depopulation 

occurs during the flight time to the detectors. We discuss this problem 

in Appendix F and present graphs showing the radiative decay of the 

levels n = 3 to 10. By means of Fig. 25 (Appendix F), the detected 

population can be corrected for radiative decay to give the population 

at the exit of the target chamber. 

In the short, field-free target regions, inelastic collisions with 

the target particles dominate. Changes in excited-state population re

sult from collision-induced excitation, de-excitation, ionization, and 

electron capture. 

The plasma target, at first, seems rather complex since it 

contains ions, fast electrons, and neutrals. Several simplifications 

can be made, however. Of these, the separation of the effects of col

lisions with neutral particles from those with charged particles by 

pulsing the PIG only on every second beam pulse has already been 

discussed (Sec. III. C. 1). 

The electron temperature in the PIG is of the order of 1 eV 

(Fig. 10), which corresponds to a thermal velocity of the order of 
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5X10 
7 

em/sec. Comparing this with the incident H
0 

velocity of 

4.37X10 9 em/sec, we can conclude that the electrons in the plasma 

can be considered to be at rest with respect to the beam. The few 

energetic electrons from the tail of the Maxwell distribution, or the 

few runaway electrons observed in low-pressure PIG discharges, 

which might have velocities greater than that of the incoming beam, 

should not noticeably affect eros s -section measurements. At these 

velocities, the cross section varies approximately inversely with the 

kinetic energy of relative motion, and these few fast particles will go 

essentially unnoticed. 

Another simplification resulting from the use of a 10-MeV 

beam is that electrons and protons have the same cross sections for 

collisional excitation and ionization. In the first Born approximation, 

the cross sections for inelastic collisions of H atoms with charged 

particles depend only on the relative velocity of the charged particle 
. th t t th h 12, 13' 16, 50 A 1 . w1 res pee o e atom, not on t e mass. t ow energ1es, 

the FBA is not valid, and the above statement does not hold. This 

equivalence at high energies has been demonstrated by Hooper et al. 

for ionization of several gases by electron and proton impact. 
51 

The 

cross sections were found to be equivalent, within experimental error, 

for incident velocities greater than 1X10 9 em/sec. Ionization is only 

a limiting case of excitation, namely excitation into the continuum; 

since the FBA predictions have been verified by Hooper et al. for 

this limiting case, we can assume the more general FBA prediction 

with some confidence. Consequently, our plasma will be treated as 

a stationary target of a single species of charged particles. 

B. Quantitative Description of Changes in Excited-Level Population 

1. Coupled Equations for· e-H Collisions 

A complete description of the changes in the population of the 

excited levels as the H
0 

beam passes through the target requires a 

knowledge cif the excitation, ionization, and production cross sections 
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for all levels. For e-H collisions, many of the cross sections have 

been calculated (Seco II), and it is possible to predict the changes in 

population resulting from these collisions. No such analysis can be 

made for collisions with H
2 

since the cross sections have not been 

calculatedo 

For e-H collisions, the calculated excitation cross sections 

an, n I are relatively small except when ~n = n I - n = ± 1 (Table I). 

Furthermore, at 10 MeV the cross section for electron capture by 

protons is very much smaller than excitation or ionization cross 

sections
52 

and may be neglected. We can also neglect radiative decay 

in the target because of the long lifetimes of the levels of interest 

(Appendix F). 

The change in population of the level n due to e-H collisions 

can therefore be described by the relation 

dN 
n 

cr:rr-- = - N (n) (a C + a 1 + a + 1 ) + N 1 (n) a 1 n n, n, n- n, n n- n- , n 

+ N (n) a (11) 
1}.+1 n+1, n 

2 
where 1T is the number of electrons per em traversed by the beam 

(distance times target density), and N (TI) is the number of atoms in 
n 

the level n after passing through an.element of target thickness 'TT, 

The first term on the right-hand side describes the losses from the 

level n due to ionization, excitation, and de-excitation of that level. 

The second and third terms describe gains resulting from excitation 

and de -excitation of the neighboring levels. 

We now have an infinite set of coupled differential equations, 

which we must truncate if we hope to get a solution. We have some

what arbitrarily chosen to truncate these equations at n = 10o This 

was governed by two practical considerations. The first was an experi

mental oneo We can determine only the population of n = 6 to 9, and 

higher levels are of interest only insofar as they affect the population 
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of these levels. Our method of preparingthe.beam is such ~hat the 

levels with n > 10 are completely depopulated by Lorentz ionization 

before they strike the target. The only, way that these levels can in

fluence the lower ones is by a secondary de-excitation following ,an 

excitation of one of these levels; however, the second collision has a 

20% larger probability for excitation to still higher levels_ than de

excitation (see Table I). We therefore treated all levels above n = 10 

as sinks. 

The second reason for this particular truncation was the avail

ability of cross-section data. At the time that these equations were 

programmed, the only available excitation cross sections were those 
. 19-24 of M11ford and co-workers, who had calculated them up to 

n = 10. 

The solution ofthe Eq. (11) is discussed in Sec. V. C.1. 

2. The Thin-Target Approximation 

For thin targets, in which a _collision mean-free path is_ large 
-1 

compa,red to the length of the target (i.e. , a < < Il , -where II is the 

total target thickness), we can assume that none of the H atoms .un

dergoes_ more than one collision. For this case, consider an incident 

beam of H atoms that has been prepared in such a .way that none of 
>:C 

the levels above a given n, designated n , are populated. If the ex-

citation cross section a >:C >'.c 1 dominates over a * •:c+ 2 ' n ,n + n ,n 
an*, n *+3 , · · · , _ then the growth in the population of the n >'.c + 1 level 

will be given by 

( 12) 

Furthermore, the value of Nn* will not change appreciably in a_ thin 

target, and we get the approximate solution 

t6.Nn*+1 (II) 

N .:.(II = O) 
n 

( 13) 

' 
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For collisions with H 2 , the repopulation of the levels 

n•:• + 3, ... is comparable to that of the level n* + 1, yet an· 

in proportion to IT (Table IV and Fig. 18). This indicates 

that transitions with .6.n > 1 a:rre contributing~ significantly to the 

changes in population. For this case there is no simple solution, 

even in the thin-target limit. We can, however, obtain an upper 

limit for the cross section a ,:, ,., 
1 

from Eq. (13) and for 
n , n'+ 

a n•:•, n•:'+Z' etc., from similar equations. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Lorentz Ionization 

The threshold fields for Lorentz ionization of the levels 

n = 5 to 9 were measured by observing the decrease in the population 

of these levels as the field in the first stripping magnet, LM1, was 

gradually "increased. The target was evacuated so that no collisional 

repopulation occurred. The results are shown in_ Fig. 20. The 

abscissa is given in terms of the equivalent electric .field 

.(_r =~X~= 43.7 kV/cm/kG) produced by LM1. Also shownis the 

ra,nge of electric field_for which ionization of the particular level 

should occur in 2X10 -
10 

.sec, according to the Rice and Good calcu

lations (Fig. 2). 
6

' 
7 

The n = 5 curve (Fig. 20) is indicated by a 

dashed line because the field of LM2 .could not be raised. high enough 

to ionize all the states of the level n = 5. The rapid attenuation of 

each level, as the magnetic field of LM1 was raised slightly above 

the threshold field, is consistent with a statistical distribution of 

the population of the states within each quantum level (see Fig. 3). 

B. Population of Excited Levels of Hydrogen Atoms_ 

Formed by Collisional Dissociation of H 2+ 

The population of the levels n = 6 to 9 of hydrogen q,toms 

formed by the collisional dissociation of H
2 

+[ Eq. (10)] in H
2 

was 

obtained by integrating the Lorentz ionization profile of Fig. 13. The 

results are shown in column 2 of Table VI. . These were corrected 

for radiative decay (Fig. 25) to give the population at the exit of the 

first gas cell (column 3). The neutral beam produced by H 2 + dis-
. . . d45, 46 t h . d 1 . d d . soc1ahon 1s expecte o a,ve exc1te popu ahons pro uce 1n 

proportion-to A/n 
3

; A can range from 2 to 8, depending on the vi

brational population of the H 2 +. From Table VI we see that the ob

served populations are in agreement with Ajn3 distribution, and for 

the H 2 + beam used in this experiment, A:::: 3. 
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n=5 

Fig. 20. Decrease in the population of excited levels as 
a function of the equivalent electric field 
(F == 43.7 kV /em per kG) of the first stripping 
magnet LM1. Also shown for each level is the 
predicted range of electric field corresponding to 
a mean life of 2X10-10 (see Fig. 2). For ex
planation of dashed line, see text. 

1100 

MU.30688 
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Table VI. Population (% of H
0 

beam) of the levels n = 6 to 9 of atomic 

hydrogen formed by collisional dissociation of Hz+ on Hz (from the 

experimental data of Fig. 13). See. .e-;-ra.-fd 6"1'\.. fj 
1
j 

nth level 
Experimental 

(n + 1 )th level populations 
Zjn3 

3/ n 3 Expe :brilental nth level n Experimental corrected 
populations for decay populations (n+ 1 )th level 

(in 450 em) c.orrected 
·for deqty 

6 .0 .. 65::t;O.ZO 1.09 0.9Z 1.38 
1.16 1.59 

7 0. 7 Z±O. Z1 0.94 0.58 0.87 
1.54 1.49 

8 0. 5Z±O. Z1 0.61 0.39 0.58 
1.56 1.4Z 

9 0.35±0.14 0.39 O.Z7 0.40 

... 
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-16 I 2 The target thickness, IT = 2,0X 10 molecules em , was rela-

tively thin for excitation (Sec. V. C, 2), and it is unlikely that the popula

tion was modifed by excitation collisions. In a separate experiment, 

we measured the cross section for the reaction 

( 14) 

-18 2 85 
and found it to be a = 1.6X10 em /molecule, Using this and 

assuming that the 3/n 
3 

distribution can be extrapolated to all levels 

n > 1, we obtain for the reaction 

the cross sections; 

l + ] -18 2 a H 2 -+ H(1) :::: 0.64X 10 em /molecule 

for n = 1, and 

+ -18 2/ . al H 2 - H(n)]:::: 1. 9X10 em molecule ) 
for n > 1. 

C. Excitation Cross Sections 

1. Plasma Target 

a, Thin-tar get approximation results. 

( 15) 

~ .e ~ e rY"a tel 
0"- -tJ-..\.S 

The experimental results for excitation by charged particles in 

a hydrogen plasma, analyzed in the thin-target approximation, are 

given in Table VII. For these calculations, the observed population 

of each level was corrected for radiative decay (Fig. 25) occurring 

in the 225-cm drift section between the target exit and LM2. Addi

tional assumptions that had to be made are noted in the table. Also 

listed in Table VII are the corresponding theoretical Bethe or FBA 

cross sections for e-H collisions (Table I). 
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Table VII. Cross sections a 1 for excitation of 10-MeV H atoms 

by collisions with charged pa~~i;les in hydrogen plasma ( 10-
18 

ern 
2

/ charged particle). The experimental uncertainty is ±40o/o for 

the absolute values and ±25o/o for the relative values (see Sec. V. E. 2). 

\· 
E · · la 'J;heoretical b xpenmenta .... 

6 7 8 9 8+9 6 7 8 

1 < 1.3 
c < o.sc 0,058 0,035 

4 < 98c' d < 38c, d 43 

5 630d 140d 90e 846 93 

6 1700 510 190 1650 175 

a. The experimental results analyzed in the thin-target approximation. 

b. The corresponding numbers from Table I for e-H collisions are 

repeated here for comparison. 

c. The n = 2 and 3 levels were almost completely depopulated by 

radiative decay in the 2-rneter drift section (Fig. 25). Therefore, 

when LM1 was set to Lorentz ionize .n > 4, the observed repopulation 

could be due only to excitation from n = 1 or 4. The numbers are 

upper limits for each of these processes. 

d. Since LM2 could not determine the population of n < 6, we 

assumed a 3/n
3 

distribution (Sec.V. B) corrected for radiative decay: 

N5/N1 = 0.014 and N4/N 1 = 0.013, 

e. Although n = 8 and 9 could not be resolved, the combined popu

lation could be determined. 
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We see that the cross sections for transitions with Lln = 1 

dominate. We find good agreement with theoretical calculations ex

cept that the Lln = 2 transitions are slightly larger than calculated. 

b. Solution to the coupled equations" 

By use of the theoretical cross sections of Sec, II and with 

the assumption of an initial population given by 3/n
3 

corrected for 

radiative decay (Sec. V. B), the Eqs. (11), and similar equations in

cluding n to (n + 2) transitions, were solved on an IBM 7044 computer. 

The predicted populations of the levels n = 6 to 9 are shown in ,., 
Figs. 21 to 23 for n' = 5. The points on the curves are the observed 

populations corrected for radiative decay. These changes in popu

lation occurred for atoms whose states are Stark split by the Lorentz

transformed magnetic field of the earth (see Appendix F) .. They 

should, therefore, be compared with solutions to the Eqs. ( 11) for 

eros s sections connecting Stark states, whereas the only available 

cross sections have been calculated for the field-free case (Sec. II). 

In Appendix G we justify the use of theoretical, field-free calcu

lations for comparison with the experimental results. 

Figures 21 to 23 illustrate the relatively large contribution of 

Lln = 2 transitions to the repopulation of these levels, even though 

the cross sections a 2 are about a tenth as big as a 
1 n, n+ n, n+ 

(Table I). The repopulation of n = 6 (Fig. 21) is in good agreement 

with the theoretical prediction. The growth in the population of 

n = 7, however, is larger than the theoretical prediction (Fig. 22). 

This is consistent with our thin-target approximation result (Table VII) 

that the cross section aS, 7 is somewhat larger than the theoretical 

value. 

Figure 23 shows that the theoretical predictions based on 

Lln = 1 and 2 transitions considerably underestimate the observed 

repopulation of the levels n = 8 and 9. Our thin-target results in

dicate that a 5 , 
8

+
9

:::: 1/2 a 5 , 7 (Table VII), and this value for a 

Lln = 3 transition would explain the observed repopulation of N
8
tN

9
. 
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0.05 

o~~~--~~-L~~~~~--~~~--~~_J 

0 5 10 15 
Target thickness, n = NL,(I013 charged particles/cm2) 

MU -33794 

Fig. 21. Repopulation of the level n = 6 due to collisions 
with charged particles in a hydrogen plasma for the 
case n* = 5. The dashed line is the 
solution to the Eqs. (11), which mclude the effects 
of ionization and .6.n = 1 excitation and de- excitation. 
The solid line is the solution to similar equations in 
which .6.n = 2 transitions have also been includeci, Both 
of these results are based on theoretical excit-ation 
(Table I) and ionization (Table III) cross sections. The 
points represent experimental results. 
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Fig. 22. Repopulation of the level n = 7 due to collisions with 
charged particles in a hydrogen plasma for the case 
n* = 5. Symbology is the same as in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 23. Repopulation of the levels n = 8 and 9 due to collisions 
with charged particles in a hydrogen plasma for the case 
n * = 5. Symbology is the same as in Fig. 21. 
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2. H-H2 Collision Cross Sections 

The experimental results for excitation from all levels 

n~4, 5,6 to the levels n 1 = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are presented in Table VIII. 

The observed repopulation of the levels n = 6 to 9 indicated 

that transitions with C:.n > 1 are comparable to those with C:.n = 1 

for collisions with H 2 • Consequently, a thin-target analysis can de

termine only upper limits for the cross sections for the individual 

transitions from n = 1, 4, 5, 6 to n 1 = 6, 7, 8, 9. These are shown in 

Table IX. 

Comparing these H-H2 cross sections with those for excita

tion by a fully ionized plasma ( TalHe VII) we note several distinct 

differences: (a) The H-H
2 

cross sections are at least two orders of 

magnitude smaller; (b) they do not vary appreciably with n; and 

(c) the transitions with C:.n > 1 are comparable to those with C:.n = 1 

and decrease very slowly with increasing C:.n. 

At high energies, the observed cross sections for ionizing 

collisions with molecular hydrogen agree with theoretical calculations 
- 15 

for collisions. with atomic hydrogen. This suggests that we may 

compare the results of Table IX with the FBA results of BHM 

(Table II), which give lower limits for the H-H collision cross sections 

for the levels n = 2 to 4. The observed weak-n dependence is con

sistent with the BHM calculations; however, a rough extrapolation 

of these results to higher n values yields magnitudes smaller than 

the measured values. Although our results are only upper limits, 

they suggest that the other processes (5} and (6) discussed in Sec. II. B. 2,, 

may contribute significantly to the excitation process. The fact that 

transitions with C:.n > 1 are comparable to those with C:.n = 1 is con

sistent with the FBA results of Bates and Griffing 
16 

for 

H(1s)-H(1s) collisions. 
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Table VIII. Cross sections for excitation from all levels n~4, 5, 6 to 

levels n 1 = 6, 7, 8, and 9 for collisions with H 2 ( 10-
18 

em 
2 
/molecule). 

The experimental uncertainties in the absolute values are ±30o/o for the 

columns n 1 = 6 and 7 and ±40o/o for n 1 = 8 and 9; the relative uncer

tainties are ±20o/o and 30o/o respectively (see Sec. V. E. 3). 

n ~4 

n ~5 

n ~6 

n 1 =6 

0.011.3 

0.019 

n' =7 

. 0.011 

0,014 

0,028 

n 1 =8 

0,0092 

0.012 

0.019 

n 1 =9 

0, 0066 

0. 0053 

0.016 
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Table IX. Upper limits for the cross sections (] for excitation 
2 n, n~ 

by collisions with H 2 (10-
18 

em /molecule). a 

1 

4 

5 

6 

6 

0.013 

LOb 

L4b 

7 

0.011 

0.8b 

LOb 

5.3 

8 

0.009 

o. 7b 

0.8b 

3.5 

a. Experimental results analyzed in thin-target approximation. 

9 

0.007 

o.5b 

0,4b 

2.8 

b" Since LM2 could not determine the population of n < 6, we 

assumed a 3/n 
3 

distribution (Sec. V. B) corrected for radiative decay; 

N5/N 1 == 0.014 and N4 jN
1 

= 0.013. 
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D. Ionization Cross Sections 

No quantitative results could be obtained for the ionization 

cross sections a c· However, for either target the depletion in 
n, >:C 

the population of the level n could always be explained by the ob-

served repopulation of the higher levels. This suggests that the 

ionization cross sections for these leyels are smaller than the excita

tion cross sections, which is consistent with the calculations for e-H 

collisions (Table III). 

E. Experimental Uncertainties 

1. Population of the Levels n = 6 to 9 

The population .measurements for the levels n = 6 and 7 were 

reproducible within 15% when measured with the counters and within 

20% when measured with emulsions. However, the emulsion meas

urements were typically 20 to 30% lower than the counter measure

ments. We therefore assign an uncertainty of ±30% to the absolute 

values of these measurements. 

The levels n = 8 and 9 were usually not well resolved, and 

we as sign an uncertainty of ±40o/o to the individual measurements and 

±30% to the sum of N
8 

+ N
9

. 

2. Excitation Cross Sections for the Fully Ionized Hydrogen Plasma 

The absolute uncertainty in the electron density is believed to 

be ±25% (Sec. III. B. 2); combining this with the uncertainties in popu

lations we obtain an uncertainty in the absolute values of Table VII 

of ±40% and a relative uncertainty of ±25%. Those cross sections 

which require an assumption about the initial population of N 
4 

or 

N
5 

(superscript d) have the same relative uncertainty, but the ab

solute uncertainty is unknown. 
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3. Excitation Cross Sections for H-H2 Collisions 

The uncertainty in the absolute pressure was taken to be ±10%. 

The uncertainty in the absolute values of the cross sections listed in 

Tables VIII and IX is therefore ±30% for columns n 1 = 6 and 7 anq 

±40% for n 1 = 8 and 9; the relative uncertainties are ±20% and 

.±30%, respectively. Again, those cross sections that require an 

assumption about the initial population of N4 or N 5 (superscript b) 

have the same relative uncertainty, but the absolute uncertainty is 

unknown. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have found that the electric-field ionization thresholds for 

the levels n = 5 to 9 predicted by the Rice and Good model are in good 

agreement with the observed Lorentz ionization of.10-MeV hydrogen 

atoms. It was not possible, however, to resolve the thresholds for 

ionization of individual states of a level in this experiment. Lorentz 

ionization enabled us to depopulate all levels above a predetermined 
~ . 

value n'' > 4, and to observe the repopulation of the levels n = 6 to 9 

due to collisional excitation in a target. 

The population distribution over excited levels of hydrogen 

atoms produced by collisional dissociation of Hz+ on Hz was found 
3 

to be Nn/N
1 
~ 3/n for n = 6 to 9. This is consistent with estimates 

by Hiskes. 

The results for collisional excitation of 10-MeV H atoms by 

charged particles are in good agreement with theoretical predictions 

in the first Born approximation. Agreement of experimental results 

with the FBA at high energies has long been established for collisions 

that require a large momentum transfer (excitation or ionization from 

the ground state). The validity of the FBA has now been established 

for the small momentum transfer required for the collisions studied 

in this experiment. The problem of determining the low-energy limit 

for agreement between experiment and FBA calculations is yet un

solved. The Lorentz ionization technique can be used at' lower energies, 

but stronger magnetic fields will be required. 

The cross sections for excitation from the levels n ~ 4, 5, 6 to 

the levels n = 6 to 9 have been measured for H-Hz collisions. From 

these measurements upper limits for the cross sections of the in

dividual transitions from n = 1, 4, 5, 6 ton' = 6 to 9 have been obtained. 
-18 z/ These cross sections are of the order of 10 em molecule, at least 

two orders of magnitude smaller than those for collisions with charged 

particles in a hydrogen plasma. Unlike the charged-particle cross 

sections, they are weakly dependent on n and collision-induced transi

tions with .6-n> 1 are comparable to those with .6-n = 1. Although 

no quantitative .measurements of the ionization cross sections could 
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be made, the experimental results in both targets indicate that they 

are small compared to the excitation cross sections for the levels 

n = 6 to 9. This is consistent with Bethe calculations for e-H col

lisions. 
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APPENDICES 

A. A Brief Survey of the Available Cross.Sections for 
. Inelastic Collisions of Hydrogen Atoms. with 

Electrons, Protons, or Other Hydrogen Atoms 

Work on inelastic collisions of hydrogen atoms with electrons, 

protons,. or other hydrogen atoms has been, reviewed by Mott and 
12 13 14 

Massey, Massey and Bur hop, and, more recently, by Seaton, 

Fite, 
15 

Bates, 
16 

Heddle and Seaton, 
17 

and Milford. 
18 

1. e-H Collisions 

Measurements for excitation cross sections ,by electron im

pact have been reported for the transitions 1s-2s, 1s-2p,. and 1s-3. 

The cross section for 1s-2p excitation has been measured,by Fite and 

Brackmann
53 

and by Fite et al. 
54 

In these experiments relative meas

urements were obtained by observing the collisionally induced Lyman-a 

radiation; absolute values were obtained by normalizing these results 

to Born approximation calculations at 250 eV. The 1s-2s excitation 
. 55: 

cross section has been measured by Lichten and Schultz, who de-

. tected metastable 2s atoms with a platinum surface, and .by 

Stebbings et aL , 
56 

who measured the Lyman-a radiation from elec

trically perturbed 2s metastables. Apparent conflicts in the origing.l 

lt f th t . h . b 1 d 57,. 58 R resu s o e wo exper1ments ave s1nce een reso ve. . . e-

cently Kleinpoppen et al. , reported collisional excitation of the Balmer-a 

line for electron energies from 20 to 100 eV, giving the cross s.ection 

f . . f 1 3 59 or exc1tat1on. rom n = to . 

Theoretical calculations for excitation of hydrogen atoms by 

electron impact are more numerous than experimental results. First 

Born approximation (FBA) calculations for the transitions 1s -2s, 2p., 3s, 

. 3p, 3d, and 2p-3s, 3p, .·3d are tabulated in Massey and Burhop for 

electron energies from 20 to 1000 eV. 
60

- McCarroll has calculated 

FBA cross sections for excitation from the ground state ton= 2, 3, 4 

and has used an extrapolation technique to calculate the cross sections 
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for excitation to all other levels. 
36 

This technique has also been 
37 . 38 

applied to excitation from 2s and 2p to all higher levels. 

Calculations for the is- 2s and is- 2p transitions have also 

been carried out in higher approximations (second Born, distorted 
i4 i7 6i-69 

wave, exch~nge effects, etc.). ' . ' The results of all these 

methods converge and agree with the previously mentioned experi

ments above 200 eV. At lower energies, however, the results vary 

and are typically twice as big as those obtained experimentally. For 

the lower energies Akerib and Borowitz 
70 

have used an impulse apprbx

imation, and Seaton
34 

has used a semiclassical impact-parameter 

method; these results are in· better agreement with those obtained 

experimental! y. 

For higher n values there are the recent results of Milford 
i9-24 . 

and co-workers, who have calculated cross sectlons for col-

lisions in which 6.n = + i, or +2 and 6.£ = + i for n = i to iO. 

These are carried out partly in the first Born and partly in the Bethe 
24 

approximation. The results are summarized in the last paper. 

The FBA results indicate that e-H excitation cross sections 

increase :rapidly with increasing n (approximately as n 
4

) and that 

collisions with 6.n = 1, 6.1. = 1 dominate over all other modes of ex

citation. 

Ionization of H( is) by electron impact has been investigated 
. t ll iS, 4i d h . l i2, i4, 4 2, 7 0, 7i I . . expenmen a y · an t eoretlca y. on1zat1on 

cross sections for higher n values have been calculated only theo-
. 11 38-40, 43, 44, 72 h d . . retlca y. Fort e groun state, ion1zat1on cross 

sections are comparable to n = i to 2 excitation. For n > 3 the ioni

zation cross sections seem to increase almost linearly with n at the 

higher energies. 
39 

Since excitation cross sections increase more 

rapidly with n, theoretical results indicate that excitation dominates 

over ionization for large n values. 
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2, p-H Collisions 

Cross sections for collisional excitq..tion by proton impact 

have been calculated in the FBA for is- 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d transi-

. i 6 d f . . f . d iO 73 
tlons, an or some trans1t1ons o exc1te states up to n = , 

The is- 2s, and 2p transitions have ·also been calculated in higher 
.. i6,63,74-76Ath'h . h FBA. h approx1mat1ons. 1g energ1es t e g1ves t e 

same results for impact by electrons as for protons of the same ve-

l . 12, i3, 16, 50 1 h' h . h 1 1 . f oc1ty; consequent y, at 1g energ1es t e ca cu at1ons o 

Milford and co-workers
24 

may be used, No experimental results for 

excitation by proton impact have been reported, 

3. H-H Collisions 

Excitation eros s sections for atom-atom collisions have been 

calculated in the FBA for collisions of the type 

H(is) + H(is)- H(is) + H(2s or 2p) 

-+ H(2s or 2p) + H(n, .i) 

(A-1) 

(A-2) 

for n.i = 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, continuum, 16 and for collisions of the 

type 

H(nl) + H( is) - H(n 1 , l ') + H(2s) 

- H(n 1 , l 1 ) + H(2p) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

for n = 2, 3, 4, and n 1 = n + 1. 
25 

The results indicate that at high 

energies the excitation cross sections for atom impact are two or 

more orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding proton im-
' 50 pact cross sectlons. 

Experimental results have been reported only for molecular 

hydrogen targets, Ionization by collisions with H 2 has been measured 
49 52 77 

for H(is} ' and H(n = 14), Preliminary results of the present 

experiment have been reported for excitation from n = 6 to 7 by col

lisions with H
2

. ii 
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B. On the Equivalence of Electric :Field 
and Lorentz Ionization for 10-MeV Hydrogen 

Although .ionization by electric fields has been treated in de

tail, no calculations have been carried out for the problem of an 

atom moving through a magnetic field. His ke s 
26 

has shown that by 

introducing the Lorentz field, !_'=;:_X~, the two problems are identical 

except for the Zeeman terms, but the effect of these terms has not 

been determined. For high velocities and magnetic fields of the order 

of 10 kG, Zeeman splitting is small compared to Stark splitting, and 

no gross effects are expected. 

This is readily seen by comparing extreme values for the two 

effects. For high magnetic fields the Zeeman shift in energy is given 

by 6. W = B~J-0 (m.£ + 2m.s), where !J.o is the Bohr magneton. The 

maximum value of this shift will occur for the largest value of m.£, 

namely m 1 = n - 1. The appropriate magnetic field (B = F /v) to 

use is that which will give a Lorentz electric field strong eough to 

ionize the state under consideration in the time that the atom is in 

the magnetic field. For an upper limit we will use the maximum field 

required to achieve the experimentally imposed ionization rate for 

each level n {Fig. 2). The maximum Zeeman splitting will then be 

given by 

(6. W) :::: 
max 

2!J.
0
nF 

max 6 -6 / ---- ::::0.2 X10 nF (kV em) 
v max 

(B-1) 

9 electron volts for 10-MeV hydrogen atoms (v = 4.37X10 em/sec). The 

values of F and the corresponding (6. W) are given in Table B-1 max max 
for the levels n = 5 to 9. 

A lower limit for the energy difference between neighboring 

Stark states (n
1 

- n 2 = 1) is the spacing obtained for the linear Stark 
30 

effect, 

(6. W) . 
m1n 

-6 = 1. 5 n F(a. u. ) :::: 8X10 n F . 
m1n (kV /em) (B-2) . . 
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Table B-1. Comparison of maximum Zeeman splitting and minimum 

Stark state separation for 10-MeV hydrogen atoms. 

F F 
min 

Zeeman split Stark separation max 
(AW)max (AW) . 

rn1n 
n 

kV/cm Electron Volts 

5 1100 680 0.0015 0.03 

6 570 350 0.0009 0.02 

7 340 220 0.0006 0.01 

8 200 120 0.0004 0.01 

9 140 80 0.0003 0.006 
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electron volts. Here F . is the minimum field required to achieve 
m1n 

the experimentally imposed ionization rate for each level (Fig. 2). 

F . and (.6. W) . are also shown in Table B-1. 
m1n m1n 

Comparing the two limiting cases listed in the table, we see that 

at this velocity the Zeeman splitting is always much smaller than the 

spacing between Stark states for the levels considered. Therefore, we 

expect no difference between Lorentz and electric field ionization for 

10-MeV hydrogen atoms. 

This calculation, based on a rough upper limit for the Zeeman 

splitting and a rough lower limit for the Stark splitting, cannot predict 

the energy at which one might expect to observe a difference between 

electric field and Lorentz ionization. Experimentally no difference 

has been observed by Riviere and Sweetman for 50-keV H atoms. 9 

Since this experiment could not resolve the ionization thresholds for 

the individual states of a level n, and since the atoms did not spend 

equal times in the electric- and magnetic-field regions, no precise 

measurements could be made. 

C. Discussion of the Construction of Table I 

To obtain the effective cross sections connecting various levels, 

a statistical distribution over states was assumed, and the results of 

Fig. 4 were averaged according to 

(] 
n, 

1 
n' = -z

n 

n-1 

f;; ( 21 tf- 1) a (n, 1 - n 'l + 1) • (C-1) 

These are the entries with superscript a in Table I. 
.34 

The results of Seaton's ·s:emielas sical impact parameter method 

are '-labeled with superscript b. These numbers are statistical av·erages 

for the n to n + 1 transitions for which .6.£. = 1. 
35 
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The entries with superscript c are the FBA results for 

of McCarroll. 
36 

The published results were tabulated for 

electron energies up to 1 keV, and evaluation of the analytic expres-

sions at higher energies would have involved much calculation. The 

cross sections 0' 
1 

, plotted as a function of energy over the range ,n 
100 to 1000 eV, produced a straight line for each n on log-log paper. 

These straight lines, which indicated an E- 0 · 8 energy dependence, 

were extrapolated to 5425 eV to obtain the values entered in Table I. 

The entries are bracketed to warn the reader that an extrapolation 

was used. 

The cross sections entered in Table I with superscript d 

were obtained by averaging the FBA results of McCrea and Mc.Kirgan 
37 

38 
for 0' (2pm - n) and the results of Boyd for 0' (2s - n) over substates. 

For this, we used the relation 

CT z, n =! {(T (2s- n) + i=~i CT(2pm- n)}, (C-2) 

We then took the averaged results and extrapolated them to our energy 

of 5425 eV, usingthe method described previously. Again the cross 

sections were found to have an energy dependence ::::: E- 0 · 8 . The 

published results were tabulated only up to 120 eV, and the extrapo-

lation to almost fifty times that energy is difficult to justify. However, 

for n 1 = 3 and 4 these entries can be compared with unextrapolated 

FBA results. This comparison indicates that these values (denoted by 

superscript d) may be high by a factor of two. Again the entries are 

bracketed to remind the reader that these are extrapolated results. 

The results 0' 1 1 for n < n 1 were obtained by using the re-
nt~' n 

lation 

(]' I n , 

which is discussed in Sec. II. B. 3. 

(]' 
n, nl ' (C-3) 
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It is interesting to note that many of t.hese cross sections for 

electron impact can be approximated at high energies by an E-
0

·
8 

energy dependence. This weak energy dependence is a result of the 

E- 1 -ln E form that is typical for electron collisions that cause 

optically allowed transitions (nonvanishing dipole matrix element). 
12

• 16 

Atom-atom collisions, on the other hand, seem to have. an asymptotic 
-1 16,25 

energy dependence of E 

D._ The Relationship between Excitation and De -excitation Cross Sections 

The general relation between collisional excitation and de-ex

citation cross sections_ can be derived from the principle of microscopic 

'b'l' 78 I th' . . d 1 . h 1 revers1 1 1ty. n. 1s expenment we are 1ntereste on y 1n t e re a-

tion at high. relative velocities. Here the relation can be established 

readiJyfromconsideration of the first Born approximation. 

In the FBA, the cross section for a transition from an initial 

state p to a final state q is given by Eqo ( 1). In the FBA, 

(pI VI q) = ( q IV IP) , and we get the relation 

2 2 
vp a(p-+q)=vq a(q-+p) (D-1) 

Let us now consider the excitation of a hydrogen atom. Let 

the atom be in the States n, f, m and n I , ~ 1 , m 1 When the system 

is in states p and q respectivelyo The cross sections for a transition 

between levels n and n 1 , statistically averaged over states, will 

then be given by 

1 L a (n, ~' m-+ n 1 , ~ 1' m') a nl = --y n, 
n 1, ..€', m, m 1 

(D- 2) 

and 

1 [, a (n 1 , 1 1 , m 1 -+ n, ~, m). (] 
nl' = 7 n 

n 
~.~ 1 ,m,m 1 

(D- 3) 
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when Eq. (D-1) is used, the last equatiqn can be written as 

z 

(Jn 1 ,n= 
1 

~ n 

V. 
p 

-z-
v 

a ~ I G I a (n, i.' m-+n' ,R. l;,m'). 
,~;,J; ,m,m 

(D-4) 

q 

From Eqs. (D- Z) and (D-4) we then get the desired relation 

z z z z 
n v a = n 1 v a p n,n 1 q n 1 ,n' 

(D-5) 

which is Eq. (7) of the text. Although this derivation is valid only for 

FBA cross sections, the result can be shown to be valid at all rela-
. 1 . . 78 tlve ve oc1t1es. 

E. On the Formation of an Energetic Beam of Excited Hydrogen Atoms 

Energetic, excited hydrogen atoms can be produced by electron 

capture by fast protons, electron detachment of fast H-, or dissocia

tion of fast molecular ions such as Hz+ or H 3 +. Each of these atomic 

processes differs from the other, either in the energy dependence of 

the eros s section or in the excited- state population of the resulting 

.atom. 

The least-violent process is the detachment of the loosely 

bound electron in H-. No theoretical estimates are available for the 

population distribution over excited levels of the atoms produced by 

this process, but experimentally it has been found that this process 

is less effective for populating the excited levels than the dissociation 

of Hz+· 11 The detachment cross section at 10 MeV is 7.5X1o- 18 

cmz/molecule in Hz and 75X1o- 18 
cmz/atom in Ar. 49 This is com

parable to the cross section for molecular dissociation, but many 

orders of magnitude larger than the electron-capture cross section 

at this energy. 

Electron capture by protons and collisional dissociation of 

Hz+ both result in a fractional population of the levels given by 
3 . 11 45 46 79 80 

Nn/N1 :::: A/n , where A 1S of order one. ' ' ' ' At low 

energies the two processes have comparable cross sections, and it 



is usually more convenient to use proton bearn·s. The capture cross 

section decre'ases very rapidly at high energies, ·however, dropping 
-6 off approximately as E (Refs. 52 and 79}. No· experimental results 

have been reported at 10 MeV, but at 1 MeV the capture cross section 
-22 2 . H 52 Th . . f h is already down to 10 ern 1n 

2
. e cross sechon or t e 

dissociation process, on the other hand', has a weak energy depend-

d . ff . l E- 0. 8 h. . h . 81- 84 ence, ropp1ng o approx1mate y as , at 1g enerpes, 

At 20 MeV the cross section for H 2 +-+ H+ + H
0 

·is still quite large., 

being 1.62X1o- 18 crn
2
/rnolecule in H 2 and 13.1X1o- 18 crn

2
/atom in 

Ar. 85 This means that at high energies the dissociation process for 

producing a neutral beam is more efficient than the capture process 

by many orders of magnitude. 

The cross section for the dissociation of H 3 +is comparable 
+ 84 

to that of H 2 , but little is known about the resulting population 

of the excited H 0 levels. 

If further enhancement of the excited-stat_e population is re

quired, simple gas targets must be replaced by more exotic ones, 

h L . 86 h' hl 0 

• d d' h 8 7 
sue as 1 vapor or a 1g y 10n1ze 1sc arge. 

F. Radiative Decay of the Excited Levels 

The radiative decay of a quantum level n is determined by 

the radiative lifetime and the population of the various states of the 

level. The radiative lifetimes (electric dipole radiation) for excited 

states of the hydrogen atom have recently been calculated by Hiskes, 

Tarter, and Moody 
32 

and Hiskes and Tarter 
88 

in both spherical (field

free case) and parabolic (Stark case) coordinates, Since the population 

of the states was not known, we assumed that initially all states 

(n, .e, ± rn) in the field-free case or (n
1

, n 2 , ± rn) in the Stark case 

were equally populated. The time development of the number of 

particles in the level n is then given by 

Nn (t) 1 
= N (t=O) 2 

n n 

n-1 

r (2£ + 1) expl- 7'(~, 1) 1 
1=0 

(F-1) 
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for the field-free case and by 

N (t) 
n 

f 
n-1 

= + ~ exp l 
n n =0 

1 
N {t = 0) 

n 

{F-2) 
89 

for the Stark case. Tarter has considered other initial distributions 

in some detail; 
90 

however, the statistical distribution used here seems 

appropriate, since it is .consistent with the Lorentz ionization results 

{Sec. V. A,). 

We evaluated the expressions (F:,.1) and (F-2) for n = 3 through 

10 using the results of Hiskes and Tarter. The results are presented 

graphically in Fig. 24 for the field-free case and in Fig. 25 for the 

Stark case; the abscissa is given both in units of time and distance 

traveled by 10-MeV hydrogen atoms. These graphs show that the 

Stark levels decay somewhat faster than the field-free levels. The 

field-free radiative decay of the individual states of the level n = 7 

is shown in Fig. 26. The short lifetime of the p state and the in

crease in.lifetirne with increasing 1. is. typical for all levels. 

The field-free lifetimes are appropriate for levels for which 

the total fine- structure splitting exceeds the total Stark splitting, and 

the Stark lifetimes are appropriate when the Stark splitting exceeds 

the fine structure. 
30

• 91 The.total fine-structure splitting is given 
by30 

2 4 
6 W = 13.6 a (n - 1)/n electron ,volts, (F-3) 

where a is the fine-structure constant, and the total Stark splitting 

for weak fields is given by30 

6 W = 3 Fn(n-1) (a. u. ) 

z 16X10- 9 E(V /ern) n(n-1) electron volts. (F-4) 

Comparing these two expressions, we find that Stark lifetimes are 

appropriate for an electric field 
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MUB-2517 

Fig. 24. Radiative decay (statistically averaged over states) of 
the population of the levels n = 3 to 10 for the field-free 
case. l Eq. (F-1)]. 
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Fig. 25. Radiative decay (statistically averaged over states) of 
the population of the levels n = 3 to 10 for the Stark case. 
[ Eq. (F-2)). 
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Fig. 26. Radiative decay of the population of the individual states 
of the level n = 7 in the field-free case. The dashed line 
is the statistically averaged decay rate for that level. 
[ Eq. (F-1)]. 
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4 
F(V /em)> 4.5Xl0 

n 
(F-5) 

The vXB field 11seen 11 by a 10-MeV hydrogen atom moving --through the perpendicular component of the earth 1 s magnetic field 

(:::: 1 gauss) is approximately 40 V /em. In the experimental area, 

stray magnetic fields are present, and an average background field 

of 5 gauss (200 V /em) is not unreasonable. Using Eq. (F- 5), we see 

that Stark lifetimes are appropriate for n ~ 5 for the. earth 1 s field 

and n ~ 3 for the' field in the experimental area. We conclude that 

for the levels of interest in this experiment the Stark lifetimes 

(Fig. 25) are appropriate. 

An attempt was made to determine which of the two modes of 

decay was appropriate for this experiment. The neutral atoms were 

produced by collisional dissociation of H 2 + in H
2 

in the first and 

second gas cells, respectively. The populations of n = 6 and n = 7 

were then compared for the two cases. Within the experimental un

certainty the results agreed with those in either Fig. 24 or Fig. 25. 

From these curves, the difference in the two decay modes over a 

225-cm path (the distance .between the exits. of the two gas cells) 

is 5% for n = 6 and 2% for n = 7, and the present experiment does 

not have such precision. Longer path differences are required to de

termine the appropriate mode of decay for these long-lived states. 

Since the experimental results did not contradict the theoretical con

clusions reached in the preceding paragraph, the Stark lifetimes 

(Fig. 25) were used in this experiment. 
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G, On the Use of Cross Sections for Field-Free States to Describe 
Transitions between Stark States 

In the discus~ion on radiative lifetimes (Appendix F) we con

cluded that the .::_X!! electric field caused by stray magnetic fields in 

the experimental area was sufficient to require the use of parabolic, 

rather than spherical, wave functions, Since theoretical collision 

cross sections have been published only for field-free transitions, we 

must consider the relationship between these two cases, In the high

energy region, the Born cross sections reduce to the Bethe cross sec~ 

tions, whichareoftheform a(n.f-n'.f')=C E-
1

£nDE[Eq. (3)]. 

The coefficient C contains the dipole matrix element connecting the 

initial and final states. The coefficient D contains the energy dif

ference between the initial and final states and the cutoff momentum. 

Considering D to be a function of n only, Hiskes 
29 

has transformed 

the cross sections of Milford and co-workers
24 

from spherical to 

parabolic coordinates, The cross sections for transitions between 

particular states differ by perhaps 30o/o. However, averaging over 

states (assuming a statistical population distribution), he finds that 

the cross sections for transitions from n ton' are identical for the 

two representations by virtues of the dipole-sum rule, For the high 

relative velocities of this experiment, the assumption that D is a 

function of n only introduces an error of less than 5o/o, which is much 

less than the experimental uncertainty of the measurements, Thus a 

comparison of the experimental results in Stark fields with the theo

retical field-free results seems justified for transitions between 

quantum levels n and n 1 • 

' 
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